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EASTERN TODAY
Dr. B. Dell Felder Named
EWU President Oct. 5
Dr. B. Dell Felder, provost and
senior vice president for academic
affairs at Eastern Washington University, was named president of the university Oct. 5 by the EWU Board of
Trustees.
Dr. Felder, Eastern's first woman
president, was appointed to a tenmonth term extending through July 31,

f ELDER BRINGS WIDE EXPERIENCE
To EASTERN PRESIDENT'S OFFICE
dean for graduate studies and research,
chair of the department of curriculum
and instruction, and director of the
professional teacher preparation
program.
Dr. Felder came to Eastern in 1988
from Arizona State University-West
Campus, where she was the first dean
of faculty and chief academic officer.
Before her appointment as president of
Eastern, she served as the university's
provost and senior vice president for
academic affairs.
In a recent conversation with
"Perspective," Dr. Felder shared her
views on higher education and her aspirations for EWU as the university
begins a new decade.

1990.
She replaced Dr. Alexander F. Schilt,
who resigned to become chancellor of
the University of Houston system,
effective Oct. 6.
"Dr. Felder's appointment assures
continuity and the continuation of
initiatives begun under Dr. Schilt," said
Joe Jackson, then chairman of the
board of trustees. "She has the full
confidence of the trustees to lead the
university during these times of exceptional opportunity."
At a special meeting Oct. 31, the
board said it had convened a 15member presidential search committee
headed by trustee Jean Beschel to
interview candidates and recommend a
list of five or fewer finalists for the
EWU presidency by late March. The
committee is comprised of faculty, staff,
student and community representatives.
The trustees also announced two
changes in the office of academic
affairs. Dr. Mark E. Drummond was
appointed vice president for administrative services, and Dr. Ernest H.
Gilmour was named provost. Both appointments took effect Oct. 6.
Dr. Drummond previously was

do you view higher education
QHow
in America today?

higher education is one of
A. Ithethink
greatest success stories that this

nation has. I don't think we are
satisfied with it, and I don't think we
should be. But it's hard to top this
country in terms of the quality of its
higher education system, and also from
the standpoint of access.
Relative to most other countries in
the world, we have a very open system
of collegiate education. I think this is
one of this nation's greatest advantages,
particularly as we evolve toward a
more information-driven economy.

Continued on page 7

What our role in preparing
Qstudents
for change?
ts

INSIDE:
NEW YORKERS NOW

A CONVERSATION WITH DR. B. DELL FELDER

n her way to becoming Eastem's 24th
president, Dr. B. Dell Felder held several administrative positions that
Page 2
shaped her style as a leader in higher
AGE OF BOSS-NOST
education. That's part of the story.
Dr. Felder's research, publications and interDr. Dianne Welsh explores new ways
to make Soviet factory
national activities have established her as a
workers more productive Page 5
national authority in the fields of teacher
THE LITTLE BLACK BOX education and international education.
From 1976-80 she helped coordinate the
Al Hale and EWU students invent a
Armed with little more than a diploma
and a prayer, seven Eastern
alumni conquer
Manhattan

radical new tool for NASA
test pilots

Page 8

RANCID CRABTREE
REVISITED
"An Evening With Pat McManus" kicks
off an ambitious decade
for the EWU Alumni
Association

Page 10

work of five universities involved in

the Department of Defense University
Consortium to provide higher education services to American nationals
overseas. Other projects took her to
Israel, Brazil and Mexico, where she
worked primarily as a consultant to
evaluate academic programs at various
universities.
Her own academic career began at

the University of Texas at Austin,
where she earned a bachelor of science
degree in education in 1957, a master's
in history in 1959, and a Ph.D. in
educational psychology in 1%3.
She then moved to the University of
Houston-University Park, where she
taught in the College of Education, did
extensive research and held several
administrative posts, including associate

Our biggest challenge is to
A
expose students to the best
curriculum and to the best teachers.
To do that, we must invest resources in
our faculty. We have to provide them
opportunities to stay on the cutting
edge of their discipline fields, and we
must provide them with the information and technological resources they
need for quality instruction.
If the faculty are current and actively

engaged as scholars in their fields, then
the curriculum will be current. Students will receive the type of education
that will allow them to gain the knowledge and develop the perspective they
need to cope successfully with change.

What Eastern doing wtth its sixQyear
planning process?
Let me put the planning process
A
into perspective. All universities
go through planning processes. Univerts

sities create plans by the hundreds and,
often, not much happens as a result.
But we are committed that this will not
be the case at Eastern.
A little more than two years ago,
when former President Alex Schilt
came to Eastern, he inherited a difficult
and in many ways critical situation.
Continued on page 6
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THE FINE ARTS

LINDA LUCILE ROBERT KRAUT
CLASS OF 1967 (MA, 1976) CLASS OF 1973 (MA, 1975)

NYC Artists

~ --F"---------SHOWI NG PLENTY
OF GRIT IN THEIR
SEARCH FOR GLORY,
SEVEN EASTERN
ALUMS CARVE
NEW LIVES IN

THE BIG APPLE
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inda Lucile and Bob Kraut happy to talk though they'd
rather be painting - tell you
with a rush that things are going
great these days.
Sure, they work three part-time jobs,
just to survive. And
sure, it's tough to get
noticed in a place like
New York - a city
with over 100,000
artists, but only 600
galleries. That
isn't the
point.
For Linda
and Bob,
who moved
to New York
with their
seven-yearold daughter
in 1977, the real
point is that the work
Linda Lucile
is underway and is
going somewhere.
"I'm obsessed with what I'm doing
now," says Bob. "The hardest part is
stopping."
You can see that for yourself at 51
Warren St.
The address leads to a huge commercial warehouse in the city's Tribeca
District where - over the Ham
Heaven Restaurant - Bob and Linda
and their daughter Jennifer, now 19,
live and work in a
one-room artist's loft
measuring 1,400
square feet.
It is obvious, from
the start, that two
artists work here with separate studios,
separate careers and
wildly separate visions.
Linda worked in
ceramics at EWU, but
switched to relief
painting using synthetic rubber in the
late 1970's. Today, her
paintings incorporate
all types of materials
and "some seem so
Robert Kraut
deeply personal they
are nearly embarrassing," noted one
reviewer in 1987.
The comment was inspired by her
one-woman show "Statements of Life"
at Atelier Gallery on Staten Island
where her pieces included "Slice of
Life", a pizza-shaped collage that
showed among other things a heart,
artist materials, food, money and a

little mold she cast from Bob's navel.
These days, she's using more paint
and working on flatter surfaces, but her
social commentaries continue.
Bob, on the other hand, is an
abstract painter who mixes his own
acrylic paints by the
gallon, then detaches
himself from everything but the art as he
applies the thick,
almost plastic-like
paint to large pieces
of canvas or glass.
He's consumed by the
process, he says.
"Lately, I've ~en
introducing something
more tangible in my
art - an idea comes
through - but for
me, the way I do
things is just as
important as what I
do. When you build
on the process new
things happen."
In an average year, Bob and Linda
will place their work in at least two or
three shows. But showing and selling
art can exact a terrible price - less
time to work.
Both Linda and Bob have held
several part-time jobs since first moving
to Staten Island in 1977, and then to
their present home two years ago.
Linda holds down
two jobs - as a
ceramics instructor for
the City of New York
three days a week,
and as a housekeeper
for the New York
Studio School three
nights a week.
Bob, however,
may have the perfect
job. He works as a
maintenance contractor for an apartment
building on Staten
Island. Including
commute time, he
works exactly two
hours a day, 4-6 p.m.,
five days a week.
"You have to get that part down,"
says Bob, "to make just enough money
to meet your needs, and to save the
rest of your time for art. That's the real
trick to making it here."
NOTE: Both Linda Lucile and Bob
Kraut will show work in the first EWU
Alumni Art Exhibit Feb. 5-28 on the
Cheney campus. ■

FASHION
ELIZABETH BARR

PETER KARL STEVE DAHLEN
CLASS OF 1983 CLASS OF 1982

CLASS OF 1986

Sound Engineers, WNET•TV

Senior Associate Editor, "DNR"

eorge Bush - Jimmy Carter Gerald Ford - Henry Kissinger Itzhak Perlman - Leonard
Bernstein - Mikhail
Baryshnikov, and so on.
Asked to name the celebrities
they've worked with, Peter Karl and
Steve Dahlen tick off an extraordinary
list of names with the kind of enthusiasm typically reserved for last week's
pot roast.
They've met hundreds of newsmakers in their work as sound engineers
for "The MacNeil/Lehrer NewsHour" in
New York City. But after three years,
they instinctively horde their adrenalin,
saving it for the real thrill of the day the moment when the lips move, and
the sounds come out.
Peter, 30, is a studio engineer for
"MacNeil/Lehrer."
Orchestrating billions of signals via
satellite, he helps link Robert MacNeil
in live conversations with newsmakers
around the world. It is the show's
trademark, and when it works - as it
nearly always does - "a thousand
things are going right," says Peter.
Steve, 31, works the streets of
Manhattan and adjoining regions as a
field engineer, pinning microphones on
dying AIDS patients, Wall Street
powerbrokers, crack addicts, even
royalty. Once he took live mikes into a
New Jersey housing project - no
lights, foul air, syringes everywhere and recalls, "It doesn't get a11y scarier
than that."
The two men met in 1981 at Eastern
Washington University where, thanks
to an odd mesh of personality, they
became close friends.
A native New Yorker, Peter was a
high-energy product of Staten Island
who cut the fat off most conversations
and used the lean to learn as much as

(B

Steve Dahlen (left) and Peter Karl

./

he could - as fast as he could about sound engineering.
Steve took six years to graduate
from Eastern. A civil servant's son, he
grew up in the Azores off Portugal,
then moved to Colville at the age of 14.
Like Peter, he was attracted to EWU
because it offered one of three sound
engineering programs in the country.
When they graduated, both found
jobs - Peter at a sound engineering
studio that he helped to build in
Ellensburg, Wash., and Steve as a
studio engineer for TM Productions in
Dallas.
Then the first call came, and it went
to Peter Karl.
While still in college, Peter had used
family connections to get a tour of
WNET-1V during a Christmas vacation
home. When an opening developed,
someone remembered his name and he
was invited to apply. He got the job in
1986.
A few months later another job
opened up at WNET-1V, and this time
the call went to Steve Dahlen. Peter
arranged a tour and interview for Steve,
and soon he was hired, too.
Today, Steve has a steady girlfriend
in Greenwich Village, a sailboat
moored at City Island, and a growing
addiction to the city. "It's dirty, it can
be dangerous but, boy, is it alive," he
says. "There's just no other place like
it."

And Peter, still given to lean conversation, suggests that certainly it helps to
know the right people in New York
City. But rarely is that enough, especially in his business where talking
heads - with no sound - invariably
lead to rolling heads.
In the end, it's what you know that
really matters. ■

Elizabeth Barr on photo shoot

nly in New York.
One day in the early winter
of 1986, Elizabeth Barr walked
out of her Brooklyn apartment
to find a sacrificial chicken
dangling from the building's front
doorway.
The carcass was a gift from her
Haitian landlord, a goodwill gesture designed to keep the evil spirits away
from all who lived there, but especially
away from Liz Barr, perhaps.
Only a few days earlier, she had
arrived in New York with no job, no
permanent place to stay, and no real
game plan.
The weird thing is, it worked.
Today Liz, 26, is alive and well and
living in Manhattan with a fabulous
apartment and a· job you could die for
- working with the most beautiful

m

do what Liz Barr did.
Graduating with a degree in journalism in 1986, Liz worked five months as
marketing director for Spokane's
Franklin Park Mall. Until then, she had
spent most of her life in Cheney, where
both her parents are Eastern employees.
One day, she abruptly quit her job,
packed three suitcases, and flew to
New York, moving in with the only
person she knew east of the Continental Divide - a former Eastern classmate who lived in Brooklyn with two
other people.
"The decision to come here was
easy," she says. "Somehow, I always
knew I'd live in New York. The first
morning, I just got up and started
calling employment agencies."
Nine days later, Liz had her first job

male models, who pose for tbe bottest

- as assistant to the fashion editor at

fashion photographers, who take their
cues from Liz Barr, a senior associate
fashion editor of "DNR".
"DNR", a trade tabloid owned by
Fairchild Publications, is the arbiter of
men's fashion in a city that thrives on
looks.
,
It is Liz's job to predict those looks
' - like "Dude Style" and "Saturday
Style" - then report on the trends that
, eventually will separate large numbers
of men from large sums of money.
Liz, herself, invests heavily in a
$1,600-a-month apartment that she
shares with two other women near
Gramercy Park. With a huge living
room, three bedrooms and a large
patio, it's a lucky find in Manhattan,
she says.
Yet surviving in New York is rarely a
matter of mere luck. It takes moxie to

"Knitting Times," a trade tabloid.
Within two months she had her own
apartment in Greenwich Village.
Moving in with a roommate, Liz paid
$350 a month for her first apartment in
New York. It was one room that
measured six by nine feet, and somehow she lived there for 18 months.
"The city is so exciting, you really don't
mind at first," she says.
Today, nicely settled, she yearns for
something that money can't buy more time. Like many in her profession, Liz works ten hours a day at
"DNR", including weekends. She has a
boyfriend, but dating is difficult given
both their schedules.
"You meet zillions of people in New
York," she says, "but they tend to be
acquaintances, not friends. It's just
hard to find time." ■
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CECILIA SHOEMAKER

CLASS OF 1985 (MS 1988)

CLASS OF 1972

Ph.D. Candidate, Sloan Kettering Institute/Cornell University

U.S. Account Director-Europe, Howard Marlboro Group

ne step at a time.
That's how Alice Taylor got
to her fellowship at New York
City's Sloan Kettering Institute
for cancer research, where she
is headed for a Ph.D. through Cornell
University.
It's been an interesting journey,
geographically and philosophically,
from her non-violent anti-war days at
Berkeley in the '6os to hunting for a
population of lymphocyte cells in one
of the most prestigious research
laboratories in the nation.
When she begins her thesis lab in a
few months, she'll study the transcriptional regulation of CDS, a molecule
found largely on cytotoxic T-cells,
hoping to isolate the transcriptional
factors and how they affect the expression of this gene.
If all goes well, she figures she'll be
done in three-to-five years.
She laughs. "That must sound like a
prison sentence to an outsider," she
says. It sounds like a good time to
Taylor.
Taylor, now in her early 40s, arrived
in New York by a circuitous route.
There was her freshman courtship and
marriage at UCLA to husband Vic and
the eventual dropping-out of Berkeley
when the money they earned for
school was gone.
Sight unseen, they moved to
Spokane and raised three children on a
farm at Green Bluff. Taylor practiced
and taught yoga, was a vegetarian
(though is now an avowed carnivore),
taught at an ashram in Canada and put
in some time as a bookkeeper.
Then in 1983 she enrolled in microbiology at Eastern - and caught fire.
First, a B.S. in biology. The master's
came in August 1988, followed by a
gangbusters performance on the
Graduate Record Exam. (She was in
the 96th percentile in the subject

®

portion of the GRE.)
"Well, I bad taken just about every
biology course offered," she remembers.
After having pretty much her pick of
Ph.D. programs, she accepted the grant
from Sloan Kettering. Vic remained in
Spokane with his computer consulting
business, allowing son Jesh to finish
high school. With Jesh, their youngest,
now a freshman at EWU, Vic joined
Alice in New York and is the manager
of the personal computer department at
Prudential.
Definitely on the fast track for a
career in medically oriented research
and/ or college-level instruction , Taylor
says she actually does plan to "stop this
student stuff one of these days and
work for a living."
As cities go, they like New York
okay. What's best about it is that she
lives just two blocks from Sloan
Kettering and has the opportunity to
stare at paintings by the masters
hanging in the Metropolitan Museum of
Art when time allows.
Oh, by the way, Taylor is also a selftaught artist, portraits and street scenes
being her favorites.
"I am very much a person who
believes you can overcome things,
given the desire," she notes, "that you
can grow, take the next step, wherever
that leads."
She recalls taking up the violin at
the age ·of 38, buying a music book
and looking at how complicated the
pieces at the back of the book appeared.
She expressed her concerns to the
late Marvin Mutchnik, professor of
music at Eastern at the time: "He
laughed and told me, 'Good thing,
then, that you don't have to start at the
end of the book but can start at the
beginning."'
Right. One step at a time. ■

Alice Taylor
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Cecilia Shoemaker

ecilia Shoemaker left a snug
nest in Spokane for the uncertainty of New York with $15 in
cash and a million in grit.
"I had to really toughen
myself," she says, "without losing the
graciousness with which I was raised."
"Cee Cee," a theater major who
graduated from EWU in 1972, went to
the Big Apple with dreams of emoting
from a Broadway stage. It wasn't to
be.
"There's a part of me that wishes I
would have hung in there," she says,
recalling those first few months. "Then
when I really think about it, I realize I
wouldn't be where I am today if I had."
After crashing at a friend's house,
she worked odd jobs - as a secretary,
a mermaid in a boat show and a singer
at a private key club. She hobnobbed
with theater people, checked in with
agents.
"'I'here was a nucleus of people
interested in the theater," she says,
"none of them very successful. Dope
was in then, and I didn't even drink.
They looked at me like I was Mary
Poppins. Actually, that whole scene
was very instrumental in turning me
away from the idea of acting. I
thought, no way. I don't fit in with
these people."
Today, Shoemaker has a niche perfect for her - as the U.S. account
director in Europe for the New Yorkbased Howard Marlboro Group Worldwide, a marketing and merchandising
firm. She flies to Paris, Belgium,
Denmark, Germany, the Netherlands,
Portugal, Spain and the U.K. regularly.
She shops. And she observes.
The Howard Marlboro Group,
considered a pioneer in the field of

ffi

retail merchandising, advises America's
top manufacturers on how to package
and display their products. Marketing
coups include projects for L'Eggs and
USA Today.
"I knew I wanted to work at this
company the minute I walked into the
office," Shoemaker says. "It was the
energy, the hustle, the camaraderie. I
felt very much at home."
Like many other people who find
they are really good at something,
Shoemaker left Marlboro for a time,
when an offer of more money came
up. But she soon beat a path back.
"There's a level of genius and talent
at Marlboro that you're not going to
find in most places," Shoemaker says.
"We've pulled off some miracles. At
the same time, we're also a family in a
very unique way. We socialize. We
like each other."
As a high-powered international
executive for the firm, Shoemaker's
astute observations have positioned her
as an influential stategist in the marketplace.
She credits her success to her
background.
"Theater helped teach me how to
motivate people," she says. "As a
director, I have the ability to hover
above a tremendous amount of work
and delegate projects. That comes
from the sense of discipline that was
instilled in me through the schools I
attended, including parochial school."
Though Shoemaker lives in an ideal
area close to Central Park, an ethnically-mixed community that she loves,
she doesn't think the hectic New York
lifestyle is for everyone.
"You have to be the kind of person
who thrives on it," she says. ■

FACULTY EXCHANGE

The·New Era of Boss-nost
he word "management" only
recently found its way into
the Russian language. But if
Dr. Dianne Welsh has
anything to say about it, the
term will soon become as
much a part of the Soviet vocabulary as
"proletariat"
Welsh, an assistant professor of
management in the School of Business,
will travel to the Soviet Union this
spring as a part of a faculty exchange
program with Kalinin State University,
Eastern's sister university located some
95 miles north of Moscow.
While in Kalinin, she will spend ten
weeks conducting three separate
management research studies in a
number of the city's manufacturing
plants. A major focus of her studies will
be to measure what effects the addition
of incentives will have on Soviet factory
workers.
Welsh had an opportunity to view
another facet of the Soviet economy
during an earlier trip to the U.S.S.R. last
May, a tour sponsored by the Smithsonian Institute.
Throughout the countryside she saw
private gardens where the fruits and
vegetables grown are far superior to
those produced by state-owned cooperatives. The produce also brings significantly higher prices in the open air
or "free" markets permitted by the government.
"Where they have been given the
opportunity to make money on their
own," says Welsh, "the Soviet people
take advantage of it and actually do
quite well."
arketing savvy in rural
Russia was only one of
many interesting discoveries made by Welsh
during her first trip to the
U.S.S.R. She also found
that young, old, rich and poor share a
common state of mind which can only
be described as "anxious."
"They are anxious to meet us, and
anxious to find out everything about
us," she says.
And she does mean everything.
When Welsh had a chance to visit with
several theology, literature and English
students at Kalinin State, the majority of
inquiries were about American dating
practices and birth control methods.
One student asked if most American
men had mistresses.
"Needless to say, these were difficult
questions," Welsh says with a smile.
At the same time, a good many
socio-political questions are also on the
minds of the Soviet people. "What do
Americans really think about Gor-bachev?" asked one student. "What
does President Bush mean by a 'kinder
and gentler' nation?" another wanted to
know.
"It was hard to find out much about
them because they spent the whole
time asking about us," says Welsh.
In less official settings, however, she
was able to learn some of the people's
deeper concerns. There were, for
example, the late-night gatherings in
shadowy town squares where townspeople would assemble in small
groups, talk briefly in hushed tones,
then move on, fearful of being overheard and observed even in this age of
glasnost.
On these occasions, Welsh heard
people question the validity of
Gorbachev's proposed changes to the
system. They also revealed a deep-

In a pioneering research project, Dr. Dianne
Welsh will study Soviet factory workers and
the,ir bosses to see how well they work together and how they can work better.

frustration with a system in which there
exists no organized structure for
transition of leadership.
"There simply is no replacement
system in the U.S.S.R. for high-ranking
officials," she explains. "Consequently,
when one of their leaders promises to
bring welcomed changes to their
country, the Soviet people are fearful
that his goals will not be achieved
before that leader falls from power."
espite the well-publicized advances toward glasnost
(openness) and perestroika
(restructuring), Welsh also
observed that some longstanding Soviet policies
designed to shield its citizens from
capitalist influences are alive and well
in the U.S.S.R.
As an example, her Soviet hosts
from Kalinin State were at first stopped
and denied access to the tourist hotel
in which she was staying. Only after
confirming that they had obtained KGB
permission to escort her into the
facility, were they allowed to accompany her inside briefly. And how, in
these cases, do officials know who is
Soviet and who is not?
"Their shoes usually give them
away," she says.
Her mixed observations about Soviet
society have not dampened Welsh's
enthusiasm about her upcoming trip.
She has high hopes for a successful
research study and the support of the
Soviet people. Her daughter Shannon,
7, will travel with her and attend a
Soviet school during the exchange.
"This is a great opportunity for her
to see the world and experience
another culture," Welsh says. "She'll
even be able to continue her piano and
ballet lessons while we are there."
he possibilities for historic
political and economic development in tp.e U.S.S.R. are at
an all-time high, believes
Welsh, and EWU can and
should be a part of it.
"We have the opportunity to make
major changes and grow together with
the people of Russia and Eastern
Europe," she says. "That doesn't necessarily mean we should go in and say
'here's how you can be like us,' but it
does represent a chance for us to be a
part of dramatic developments that are
changing the world."

D

M

Dr. Dianne Welsh

seated conflict between their desire for
change and their fear that Gorbachev
migJ:it not remain in office long enough
for real progress to occur.
In a country steeped in history, one
interesting manifestation of the Soviets'
desire for rapid change is seen in their
often cavalier regard for those who
have ruled them in the past.

"Brezhnev's untended and weedchoked grave site offers an example,"
says Welsh. "People who want change
to happen overnight are quick to
become critical of previous leaders
who die or go out of power."
Welsh believes this frequent disregard or bitterness toward former
leaders is largely due to the people's

T

INSIDE THE SOVIET FACTORY
.

.•

he Soviet city of Kalinin is best known for its
well-preserved buildings and monuments, its art
museum, and its backdrop as the birthplace of
several noted Russian writers, artists and scholars.
Fortunately for Dianne Welsh, the city also
happens to be an ideal place in which to conduct
her three management research studies.
With nearly a half million people, modern Kalinin
is the principle river port of the upper Volga, linked to the national capital by the Moscow Canal. The city is also a manufacturing center focusing on light industry and the production of
railroad rolling stock.
When Welsh begins her research in the factories of Kalinin,
she will be expanding upo n work she began several years ago.
Since 1984, she has produced nearly 20 publications and papers
o n her studies.
"All three of these projects are in the behavioral management
field, emphasizing behavior modification with real managers in
real organizatio ns," she said.
"This research will further both the management and
psychology fields by discovering if the same techniques used to

improve quality and quantity in this country will work in the
U.S.S.R."
The first study will observe Soviet managers and their daily
activities and is patterned after similar research in this country by
University of Nebraska professor Dr. Fred Luthans.
Luthans' work led to publication of the book "Real Managers,"
which Welsh hopes to follow with a sequel based on her Soviet
findings. Luthans, who will collaborate with Welsh on all three
studies, has worked with her on other projects. Their most recent
joint effort was a paper for the Pan Pacific Conference, comparing
all that is known about Soviet-American management styles.
The remaining two studies will also replicate research originally
done in this country. One will consist of redesigning jobs for
increased productivity; the other will involve measurement of
contingent reinforcement intervention (a reward or incentive
system) using experimental and control groups within a single
factory.
"There are inefficiencies built into the Soviet system," says
Welsh, "and no real motivation for increased production. One thing
these studies will do is determine whether the addition of incentives increases the efficiency of the average Soviet factory worker."
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Continuedfrom page 1

The university had been in financial retrenchment for a number of years.
Communication was poor. There was
tension between the administration
and the faculty, the university and the
community, and the university and
other educational institutions in the

area. People were not working
together to solve problems or bring
about needed changes.
Alex's mandate from the EWU
Board of Trustees was, first, to restore
and renew the university internally.
Second, it was to restore the confidence of our external Olympia and
Spokane-Cheney constituents in
Eastern as an institution of higher
learning.
Third, it was to end the turf wars
with other educational institutions and
to position Eastern so that it could take
its appropriate place as a partner in the
delivery of higher education in this
metropolitan area. We are still pursuing those agendas.
The restoration and the renewal of
the university internally required a
number of significant steps. First of
all, it required a diagnosis of what was
wrong.
Previously there had been roll-over
budgets, which meant that resources
had not always been allocated in
response to priority needs. As a result,
some of the university's core programs
were seriously underfunded. People
who had the responsibility for some of
the basic functions of the university
simply didn't have the resources to do
their work. That led to concerns about
quality, and to frustrations and animosity.
Therefore, our first priority was to
restore essential funding levels to
various departments of the university.
Now how do you do that? You can't
just wake up one morning and say,
"We've got to put X percent more in
the academic departments and, by the
same token, take Y percent from
something else."
We didn't have time to go through a
full strategic planning process. We
were coming into a new fiscal period.

6

We knew that if we didn't do something about realigning resources, we
would deal with existing problems for
two more years. And quite frankly,
Alex and I both thought the university
couldn't stand that. So we did a very
bold thing.
We implemented a planning process
that invited the entire university community, in a broadbased fashion, to participate in
setting goals and identifying
critical success factors or highlevel priorities.
We did that, primarily, so
we could make budget decisions. We constructed the
budget from the bottom up,
reviewing every department in
the university in terms of its
role, its relationship to the
university's priority goals, and
its operational efficiency.
The savings realized allowed us to put money into
areas where there were some
serious problems. For example, we increased resources
for faculty development. We
put more money into support
for faculty research. We
increased the operating
budgets of academic departments. We bought computers
for students and faculty and
added money to our library
budget.

ture to support the advancement of our
programs.
It will also provide a wonderful road
map to guide our external fund-raising
efforts, because it will express Eastern's
aspirations to potential donors. It will
help us identify specific ways private
dollars can help improve the university.
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It bas been noted that you are the
Qfirst
woman president of a
Washington university.
may be so, although there
A That
may have been a woman president
at the University of Washington
for a period of about six
months in the last century.
the move to the top more
Q Isdifficult
for a woman?
I think most women
A
would say so. has been
a long and difficult climb for
It

me. But I think society is
changing in its perception of
women's abilities to handle top
jobs, and that there is more
openness to appointing them.
I feel less and less that pe0ple
discount my qualifications to
lead as a result of my gender.
Have you ever bad to
Q fight
that?
Absolutely, I've had to
A
fight that. For years I've
watched men get positions that

And people will be more likely, I think,
to help us if they know precisely why
we're asking for their support.

Wbat'.5 next tn the planntng
Qprocess?
How would you describe your
Q
management style?
Over the next year, we'll be
A developing a six-year plan for the A seriously.
I take the role of leadership very
university that will guide our budget
I'm not simply content
planning for the next three biennia.
to head an administration that runs the
We are asking every department in the
university to review its curricula or
service program and focus its goals in
relation to the university's mission.
We have also asked all departments
to project needs for staff, equipment,
and facilities renewal.
This will help us make decisions
about internal budgetary allocations. It
will also give us a comprehensive plan
for requesting funding from the legisla-

responsibility is pushed down to the
departmental level.

university. I want to be sure that we
are moving the university forward.
I try to articulate the university's
opportunities in ways that will cause
people to move toward achievement of
goals that will significantly improve
Eastern's quality. In doing this, I am
sensitive, I hope, to the importance of
adherence to time-tested academic
values in relation to the quality of a
university.
I try to place the very best
people into positions of responsibility, and I encourage
their full partnership in the decision-making process. It is
not my preference to make
unilateral decisions, although I
don't shy away from making
hard, tough decisions when
they are needed.
What I like better is involving other people in examining
complex issues and in developing action strategies. So I
think my style is fairly participatory and inviting. I hope I
empower people in the
organization by challenging
them, and by giving them the
confidence and resources they
need to take hold of their own
areas of responsibility and to
move them forward.
I try to do that because I
think that the best organization
for higher education is one
where authority is shared and

women wanted and were
qualified to fill, jobs that they
could have done as well or
better. I remember well
competing for a scholarship to assist
me in my doctoral program and being
told that I was an outstanding
candidate but the award would be
given to a man because he would use
the education to better advantage.
But I think the situation is changing
as more women move into positions of
senior responsibility and demonstrate
their effectiveness. I have felt a great
responsibility to women in each
successively higher position I have
held.
were July 31, 1990, the last
QIfdaytoday
ofyour current term, what
acbtevements would give you the
greatest satisfaction?
I would like to see the entire
A
university community share a
vision of Eastern as an academic
institution of the highest quality, where
the traditional, time-proven values of
the academy are preserved while at the
same time the university appropriately
addresses contemporary needs. I
would like that vision to express a
commitment to help students learn to
continue to develop their abilities to
meet the challenges of an increasingly
diverse, interdependent, and morally
complex world.
I hope through our plans and
actions that we will be well into
becoming the kind of university we
want to be. And I would hope that
confidence in Eastern has increased, in
the Inland Northwest as well as in
Olympia.
And very important, I hope that the
faculty, staff, and students of Eastern
will be able to associate my term as
president with significant progress
toward achievement of goals that are
important to them. ■

EASTERN TODAY
EASTERN RECEIVES
PLANNING FUNDS
FOR NEW BUILDING
IN SPOKANE
Eastern Washington University received $75,000 from the Higher Education Coordinating Board (HECB) in December to begin planning for a new
building to house its Spokane offerings
at Riverpoint Higher Education Park.
In another major move, the board
also approved $693,000 in design funds
for the Spokane Intercollegiate Research and Technology Institute
(SIRTD, a higher education consortium
also planned for the Riverpoint site.
Eastern will use its $75,000 appropriation to develop a comprehensive
academic plan for its Riverpoint facility.
After reviewing and approving this
phase, the board said it would consider
releasing an additional $150,000 to
Eastern for a preliminary study of an
architectural plan.
In approving the expenditure, the
HEC board acknowledged that
Eastern's current enrollment levels in
Spokane exceed the physical capacity
of the existing EWU Spokane Center
building at First and Wall.
To ease crowded conditions at its
Spokane Center - which enrolled
some 2,077 students fall quarter Eastern has leased space in the Paulsen
Center and the Bon Marche Building
and also offers classes at four other
Spokane sites.
In a study presented to the EWU
Board of Trustees Oct. 31, consultant
William Chance said Eastern should
plan to serve 5,000 students at a
consolidated Spokane location by the
year 1999.
He said Eastern had two obvious
options for the location of a consolidated Spokane facility: the downtown
area and the Riverpoint Higher Education Park.
"With respect to the downtown
location, Eastern's Spokane Center
cannot be modified sufficiently to meet
even present needs," he said. "Although Eastern will lose a number of
advantages associated with the downtown site, we focus on Riverpoint as
the preferred site."
The SIRTI facility, also planned at
Riverpoint, will house programs
developed by a consortium of universities including EWU, Washington State
University, Gonzaga, Whitworth
College and Community Colleges of
Spokane.

FELDER NAMED
Continued/rampage 1

associate vice president for administrative services and chief information
officer, while Dr. Gilmour held the post
of vice provost for graduate affairs and
research.
In another appointment Dec. 7, the
trustees named Dr. Darlene Bailey to
become acting vice president for
student services, replacing Dr. Keetjie
Ramo who resigned effective Dec. 18
to become associate director for
academic affairs with the Council of
Presidents in Olympia.
Dr. Bailey, previously associate
director of athletics at Eastern, will
serve as vice president under an appointment extending through June 30.

- ~,

Two visiting Eastern Europeans take a turn at the controls of a Boeing 747flight simulator in Seattle during a tour of the U.S. in November. Seated are {L-R) Andras Nemeslaki ofHungary, and Liliya Karakasheva of Bulgaria.

EWU Hosts Eastern Europeans on
Cross-Country Management Tour
At

the same moment people danced
and Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical
atop the Berlin Wall last November,
Corporation. Other stops included
some 14 economists and educators
Boeing's Customer Flight Training
from ·the Soviet Union and Eastern
Center in Seattle, the Stanford Research
Europe were seeing U.S. capitalism in
action, under a tour hosted Nov. 5-19
by Eastern Washington University.
The university, using a $92,000 grant
from the U.S. Information Agency, ac- ,
companied the delegates to Spokane,
Seattle, San Francisco, Los Angeles,
Phoenix and New York where they
he current eight schools and colleges
visited with corporate presidents and
at
EWU will be consolidated into six
viewed some of the best examples of
units
- all of which will have college
American business enterprise.
status
- under a plan adopted Dec. 7
The group included representatives
by
the
EWU Board of Trustees.
from Hungary, Bulgaria, Poland,
Dr. Ernest H. Gilmour, Eastern
Yugoslavia, Czechoslovakia, East
provost, said the reorganization will
Germany and the Soviet Union.
improve the natural alignment of
"Management is a hot topic in the
discipline fields within academic units
Soviet bloc nations now, especially as
and enourage improvements in the
they are beginning to change from
curriculum.
centrally planned economies to those
The plan establishes six colleges,
emphasizing the private sector," said
each
headed by a dean - Social
Dr. Richard Wald, chair of EWU's
and Humanities; Business AdScience
management department and a tour
ministration; Fine Arts; Science, Matheorganizer.
matics and Technology; Human
"They are looking to the West to
Learning and Development; and
help them make this transition, to see
Health, Social and Public Services.
how they can make their own operaThe exact names of the colleges will
tions more effective and more effibe
determined by the faculty of the
cient," he said.
newly
formed units. The reorganizaIn Spokane, the group visited
tion
is
expected to be in place by July
Washington Water Power Company
1, said Dr. Gilmour.

Institute in California, American
Express Company in Phoenix and the
American Management Association in
New York.

Realignment of Colleges and Schools
Approved by EWU Trustees Dec. 7

J

As presently configured, the university is comprised of the College of
Letters and Sciences, plus seven
schools - Business; Fine Arts; Health
Sciences; Human Learning and Development; Mathematical Sciences and
Technology; Public Affairs; and Social
Work and Human Services.
The need for reorganization was
recognized by the Northwest Association of Schools and Colleges in its 1988
accreditation report and also by
Eastern's Academic Program Review
Task Force.
Since the university is engaged in a
six-year planning process, all academic
departments can now be involved in
that process within the appropriate
units, said Dr. Gilmour.
The reorganization plan was endorsed by the EWU Faculty Senate in
November.
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FACULTY RESEARCH

ike so much of today's computer technology, the Little Black Box is nothing
much to look at.
Its brain is a series of small computers - each the size of a credit
card - which are stacked into modules,
then slipped into a container about the size
of a shoe box.
What it does, however, is nothing short of
revolutionary in the heady world of flight
test engineering, where scientists are seeking new tools to test, evaluate and monitor
the next generation of flight.
EWU Professor Alan Hale, supported by
grants totalling over $400,000 from NASA,

If you thought
"Top Gun" was exciting, visit
Eastern's NASA lab where
students have built a remarkable
new tool for the next generation
of flight.

has invented a new aircraft sensorial
system that - for the first time - will
provide test pilots with instant analysis
of on-board flight data.
"It essentially amounts to a new
philosophy, a whole new approach to
gathering flight test data," says Hale,
who first developed the idea in 1986,
working under a 10-week NASA
fellowship at the Ames/Dryden Flight
Test Center in California.
A former test pilot at Edwards AFB
from 1964-73, Hale already knew the
shortcomings of the old way.
For years, NASA has relied on a
"mechanical" system to gather data on
board its airplanes. Peel back the
surface on one of these planes, and
you will begin to understand why
NASA is so anxious to find something
better.

NASA test plane and its wired sensors
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Packed inside is a river of wires,
each one attached to a sensor on the
plane's surface - up to 1,500 wires in
all.
Extending to a computer on board
the plane, these wires are heavy,
expensive to install, and sometimes
they send·imperfect signals, says Hale,
The longer the wire, the noisier it gets.
Even more, the information is
merely stored, not analyzed. That is
done on the ground after the plane has
landed, and it can take up to several
weeks.
Hale thought there should be a
better way to collect and analyze data
on board flight test airplanes. And
working with some bright graduate
students in Eastern's computer science
department, he found it.
Given a green light by NASA in

1986, Hale began working with his
students and NASA support staff to
develop, as Hale describes it, "a new
general purpose system for flight test
instrumentation and controls based on
distributed processors."
To put it another way, the system
had to:
• be more powerful, more durable,
more useful, and cheaper to install than
the technology currently used by
NASA;
• be flexible in design, with components that could be easily interchanged
and put to several uses, including some
not even imagined yet.
Three years later, Hale believes he
has accomplished all of that with the
Airborne Information Management
System (AIMS), which is NASA's name
for the little black box.
The tiny computers packed into the
box each serve a specific function
depending on the job at hand. Some
collect raw data from sensors in the
plane. Others interpret it. And others
communicate it.
Under Hale's "distributed" system,
boxes are placed throughout the plane
where they calculate information and
send it all on one wire to the cockpit,
or transmit it over a fiber optic cable.
In an early test of the AIMS system,
Hale placed his box on a Boeing Jet
Star whose existing test equipment weighing 600 pounds, plus the weight
of its computer - collected data at 27
samples per second.
Working with his students, Hale
placed a single AIMS box in the back
of the plane and collected data at 624
samples per second. It also improved
the accuracy of flight data by a factor
of ten and cut costs by 50 percent, he
said.

"I love transferring this
knowledge to students. It's the
major payoff for me, the primary
goal, besides being fun."
This and other testing results
convinced NASA in 1989 to begin preparing for the first practical application
of the AIMS system - to gather
weather data just prior to the launch of
a space shuttle mission.
AIMS will not be placed on board
the shuttle, Hale emphasizes.
Instead, the box will be located in
the nose of a modified F-104 jet which
is capable of flying in a nearly vertical
ascent along the shuttle's projected
flight path.
Only one hour before launch, the
F-104 can zoom up the flight path
where AIMS will collect, analyze, and
instantly transmit data on the direction
and velocity of wind, a key factor in all
shuttle launches.
1his is a huge improvement over the
way NASA collects such information
now, says Hale. Under the current
system, weather balloons are released
over the flight path and, using radar,
send raw data to the ground where
processing can take up to five hours.
"The big advantage - and the thing
that is inherent in this new technology
- is that AIMS sends back answers,
not raw data," says Hale.
Although the AIMS system has performed well in test flights aboard the

F-104, it had not yet been used to
support a shuttle launch as of midDecember. And that doesn't really
bother Hale.
"The shuttle project is getting lots of
attention, but it really isn't the most significant thing we're doing," he says.
"The important thing is that we have
developed a general purpose system
that can be tailored to all types of applications. It can be employed as a
flight control system if you want. It
can be used as an instrumentation
system. It can be any combination you
want."
Hale and his students already are
working on several other projects at
the NASA lab at Eastern. In one application, they are developing a new test

•
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system to measure stress on shuttle and
aircraft landing gear. In another, they
are working on a sensor system for the
Pegasus, a plane-launched missile
being developed for use in scientific
experiments.
And, of course, there is learning
going on.
Hale's work with NASA has resulted
in the university getting about $600,000
in new computer equipment provided
by the government and now used by
Eastern students. At any given time, at
least two graduate students are working with Hale on specific NASA projects.
"It's exactly the kind of atmosphere
you want to create at a university," says
Hale. "In all my classes we're doing
projects and studies we couldn't
attempt before because we lacked the
equipment It really enhances our
ability to serve students."
And that's important to Hale. A fulltime professor at Eastern, he has turned
down outside offers to go into pure
research in his field.
"I love transferring this knowledge
to students," he says. "It's the major
payoff for me, the primary goal,
besides being fun." ■
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WHO'S ZOOMING WHO?
hen he first enrolled in pilot
training school at the age
of 19, Al Hale already had
logged 1,800 hours of flying
time as a crop duster and
occasional stunt pilot in Southern Idaho. He started flying when he was
14.
But his first instructor didn't know that.
This instructor enjoyed intenu pting lessons, taking the controls, and flying acrobatics, Hale recalls. So, one day Hale
asked if he could take the plane for a
minute. Sure, says the instructor to the
greenhorn from Idaho, do what you want
to do.
"So I did a loop with a snap roll on the
top," says Hale with a hearty laugh. "I had
14 hours flying time in at the school at that
point."
Al Hale tells a great story. He's also had
some remarkable experiences in aviation
- as a flight instructor, a rescue pilot in
Vietnam, a test pilot at Edwards Air Force
Base, and finally as a high-ranking officer
in the Pentagon.
At Edwards, he flew 37 different highperformance jets during a period from
1964 to 1973, including a modified F-104
that he, Chuck Yeager and others would
fly in a dangerous maneuver called "zooming."

W

"We would go out and accelerate to
MACH 2, and then pull the airplane up
and start a climb," says Hale. At 75,000
feet, you have to shut the engines off
because the air is so thin. At 100,000 feet,
the sky gets black and the stars come out.
You are now zooming.
The trick in coming down is to restart
the engines, says Hale. If you can't, you
just use more of the runway at Edwards
AFB, plus a little bit of desert. The entire
flight takes about 15 minutes.
In his 24-year Air Force career, Hale
has worked with astronauts, top Air Force
brass and even Congress. In his last job
before retiring in 1978, he was a deputy
director in the Pentagon responsible for
the planning and programming for all Air
Force R&D and weapons systems acquisition funds, a total of more than $14 billion
annually.
Retiring as a colonel, he ran his own
computer design firm until 1981, then retired again to the Cheney area where he
and his wife had owned property for
years. But he hated retirement.
So, one day Hale visited Eastern Washington University and asked if there was
an opening for a computer science instructor.
There was.

Alan Hale
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ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

Join EWU Alumni For

''An Evening with Pat McManus''
Seattle alum David Sabey, president of
Sabey Corporation.
Alumni are also invited to attend a
special financial planning seminar "An Afternoon with Dick and Garry" from 1-5 p.m. at the hotel on Jan. 26,
sponsored by the EWU Foundation and
the University Benefits Office (see
details on page 12).
McManus, a columnist and editor-atlarge for Outdoor Life magazine, has
published eight books since 1978
including three that appeared on the
New York Times bestseller list. He was
awarded EWU's Trustee's Medal in
1984, a year after he retired from
Eastern where he taught for 23 years.
· We invite all alumni to join us for a
fun evening in Seattle, and send a
special thanks to Jackie Johnson and
Leo Chandler, West Coast event
coordinators, for their logistic support.
The cost to attend "An Evening with
Pat McManus" is $15 per person, or $12
for dues-paying members of the EWU
Alumni Association.

Jan.26,1990
Mayflower Park Hotel
Seattle, Wash.

remember the time the
old woodsman Rancid
Crabtree picked a
couple of leaves from a
plant and handed me
one of them. "Ever eat
miner's lettuce?" he asked
me. We each chewed on
the stringy leaves for a
second or two. "Wahl, this
ain't it!" he cried, green
foam dribbling down his
chin. "Now let this be a
good lesson to you!"

YOU SHOULD KNOW
You can order your tickets for
"An Evening With Pat McManus"

-PatrickMcManu~ in
"Whatchagot Stew"

The scene is out of Patrick McManus's
newest book, a cookbook of sorts that
actually contains good recipes, plus
vintage McManus commentary about
his growing-up days in northern Idaho.
He'll tell you more about it Jan. 26.
McManus, retired EWU journalism

professor and celebrated outdoors
humorist, will be guest speaker Jan. 26
for a gathering of Eastern alumni at
Seattle's Mayflower Park Hotel. Others·
attending will include EWU President
B. Dell Felder and board members of

BREAKFAST CLUB
HOSTS SOVIET
LINGUIST JAN. 18

EWU ALUMNI EVENTS PLANNED IN
SAN DIEGO AND WASHINGTON, D.C.

Soviet linguist Angelina Akopyan,
Eastern's first visiting faculty member
from Kalinin State University, will be
guest speaker Jan. 18 at a meeting of
the Spokane Area Alumni Breakfast
Club.
Akopyan, who will be on the
Cheney campus through next March, is
observing methods of teaching English
to foreign students at EWU.
The no-host breakfast meeting will
begin at 7 a.m. at the EWU Spokane
Center, First and Wall, with a $3.75
charge for a light breakfast. Reservations are encouraged through the
Alumni House at (509) 359-6303 or
458-6303 from Spokane.
All alumni and friends are welcomed
to attend bimonthly meetings of the
Breakfast Club . The year's second
meeting on March 15 will include a
presentation on EWU's Spokane
Business Incubator.
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Southern California alumni will gather

in San Diego March 17 to celebrate St
Patrick's Day with a full weekend of
activities, including a visit to Sea World
and front row seats at the city's Irish
parade.
Meanwhile, alumni in Washington,
D.C. have been invited to a small
private reception in late February at the
home of Dr. Phillip Grub, professor of
multinational management at Georgetown University.
EWU President B. Dell Felder will
attend both events, along with Jane
Johnson, vice president for university
advancement, and other university
officials.
The San Diego outing will include
activities for the entire family with
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the EWU Alumni Association.
The event includes an hors
d'oeuvres reception and beverage bar
beginning at 7 p.m. at the hotel,
followed by McManus's talk at 8 p.m.
The author will be introduced by

special room rates available at the
Hanalei Hotel, said Ken Ledgerwood,
chapter board chair. He and Chapter
President Ron McKinney will contact
area alumni by letter with other details.
The Eastern contingent in San Diego
will include Alumni Relations Coordinator Isabelle Green and members of the
EWU Board of Trustees who will be in
the area for a national conference.
Others travelling to Washington,
D.C. are Greg Sheridan, director of the
EWU Foundation, and Dick Barrett,
director of government relations.

using the Eastern Alumni Update form
in this issue of "Perspective" or buy
them from event coordinators Jackie
Johnson in Olympia at (206) 866-8445,
or Leo Chandler in Seattle at (206)
774-0997.
Special hotel rates are available at
the Mayflower Park for all alumni attending the McManus event. The rate
is $55 per night (1 queen bed or 2
oversized twins). Call the Mayflower
Park Hotel at (206) 623-8700, and be
sure to mention you are attending "An
Evening With Pat McManus."
TICKET RESERVATIONS ARE
REQUIRED BY JAN. 19.

EWU ART GRADUATES
GET CAMPUS EXHIBIT
Over 40 Eastern art graduates have
been invited to participate in the first
EWU Alumni Art Exhibit running Feb.
5-28 in the Gallery of Art on Eastern's
Cheney campus.
"We're extremely excited about the
show since we'll be able to see the
artistic growth of our former students
who have gone on to become professional practicing artists and art educators," said Richard Twedt, director of
galleries, who spent nearly a year organizing the exhibit.
The artists were recommended and
selected by art faculty from classes that
span approximately the last 15 years,
said Twedt. Each artist will have one
piece in the show.

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

ALUMNI CHAPTER NEWS

MEMBERSHIP MATTERS
with speakers Fred Johns, Herman
Marciel and Eileen DeArmon.

LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

astern alumni will gather at the
state capitol in Olympia Jan. 29 for
a series of major meetings with legislators and staff members who shape
programs for the state's universities.
Those attending will include the 21member Board of Directors of the EWU
Alumni Association, plus key volunteers and members of the Alumni
Legislative Committee headed by Mark
Dahlen.
Karen Raver, association president,
said Gov. Booth Gardner has been
invited to meet with the EWU contingent along with several legislators and
staff members including Ronn Robinson, the governor's staff director for
education.
The group will also meet with the
staff directors of key legislative committees, acquainting th~m with people
who oversee research that is presented
on higher education programs.
The group will later attend an
evening reception for legislators at the
Olympia home of Graham and Jackie
Johnson.

he play "Mame", starring
Spokane's own Patrice Munsel, is
the centerpiece of a social gathering planned in Spokane Feb. 23 by the
School of Business Alumni. All alumni
and friends are invited to attend.
The special "EWU Broadway Evening" will begin with a champagne and
hors d'oeuvres party at 6:15 p.m. at the
EWU Spokane Center, followed by an 8
p.m. performance at the Opera House.
Special package ticket prices ar~ $34
for adults, $28 for students and seniors,
and $13 for subscribers.
To order tickets, call (509) 325-SEAT
and ask for the "EWU Broadway
Evening" or call the School of Business
at 623-4215 or 359-4215.

E

T

teve Worthington, a staff specialist
with the Spokane Area Economic
Development Council, is the new
president of this chapter which meets
monthly in Spokane.
The group held its annual dinner
Nov. 18 featuring a panel discussion
entitled "The Public Administrator:
Between a Rock and a Hard Place"
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"An Evening with Patrick
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(Enclose check made payable to
EWU Alumni Association and mail by
Jan. 19. Confirmation will follow.)

about the laminated diploma offer.

EWU Alumni House, MS-16
Cheney, WA 99004
Thank You!

I

I
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T

he men and women currently
serving as Eagle Ambassadors
have launched a newsletter and
hope to renew ties with former members. You can get on the mailing list
by contacting the Alumni House at
(509) 359-6303 or 458-6303 from
Spokane.
This student service organization
works with incoming and prospective
students,. conducting campus tours and
assisting with orientation programs.

T

REUNIONS
TO REMEMBER
EWU Dorm Reunion
A reunion for students who
resided in EWU's dormitories from
1974-77 is being organized by Linda
(Thomsen) Walker and Brenda
(Ambergy) Kirkpatrick. The event is
tentatively scheduled for the summer of 1990.
Dorm lists for those years are
incomplete, so please contact them,
or the Alumni House, to make sure
you're included: Walker can be
reached at (509) 926-9409 in
Spokane, and Kirkpatrick's number
is (206) 943-6391 in Olympia.

I
Reunion
I 50-Year
The Class of 1940 (and all prior
I classes)
are being feted at this year's
1 reunion June 15 during commence1 ment weekend. You'll be hearing
I more about it in the next "PerspecI tive", but can get information now
I by calling the Alumni House at
I (509) 359-6303 or 458-6303 from
Spokane.

I
I

I

I
II
I
I

Return
To: - - - -Please
--This
- Form
--

he Tawanka Alumni Club hosted
EWU President B. Dell Felder at a
Christmas lunch Dec. 16 in
Spokane. The group's next meeting is
Feb. 17 at Spokane's Frederick &
Nelson.
Any member who has not received a
new Tawanka directory should contact
the EWU Alumni House or Dorothy
Terrell at (509) 747-8687. Members are
also reminded that Tawanka Scholarship applications are due March 1, with
forms available from Scholarship Chair
Deloris Gibler at (509) 928-2898.

EAGLE AMBASSADORS

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

Name_____________________

TAWANKA

I

25-Year Reunion
This year we honor the Class of
1965 with a whole weekend of
activities during homecoming in
October. If you can assist with
planning, please contact Elizabeth
Morrison at the Alumni House, (509)
359-6303 or 458-6303 from Spokane.

·-------------------------~~-------------.J

By Isabelle Green,
Alumni Relations Coordinator

y now you have met many
Eastern graduates in the pages
of "Perspective", alumni who
are using their diplomas as
passports to exciting careers
in cities throughout the country.
We have more good stories to tell
- roughly 48,000 - about our
alumni. And while we're learning new
things about you each day, one thing
has become quite clear. Collectively,
EWU alumni represent one of the
strongest human resources available to
the university today.
With this in mind, we reorganized
the EWU Alumni Association in 1988
and launched an aggressive EWUAA
membership campaign to serve you
better and to support your involvement
with EWU. We are now recognized as
a major force both on the campus and
within the business and political
communities.
I urge you to join us today.
To become a member of the EWU
Alumni Association, just fill out the
Eastern Alumni Update form in this
issue of "Perspective" and mail it to
Alumni House - MS 16, Cheney, WA
99004. Membership is $25 a year, or
$40 per alumni couple.

B

Now That You Asked
The recent incorporation of the
EWU Alumni Association - as an
independent body supported by duespaying members - has caused some
confusion among EWU alumni who
hold the status of "lifetime" alums.
EWUAA board members, many of
them "lifetime" alumni, have asked me
to address your questions in this issue
of "Perspective."

Why was a new organization
formed?
The first EWU Alumni Association
was organized in 1947. Its activities
were paid for both by the university
and by students, who automatically
gave $1 per quarter from tuition/fee
payments to support alumni activities.
This continued until 1973, when
student funding ceased. For the next
Continued on page 12
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ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

Eastern Women Capture Big Sky
Volleyball Championship
he EWU women's volleyball team
won the Big Sky Conference
championship in November,
finishing the regular season with a
record of 14-2 in conference play, and
23-6 overall. It was Eastem's first Big
Sky title.
Ranked eighth going into the
season, the Eagle women were led by
seniors Juli Argotow and Suzanne Vick,
who eclipsed several school records for
assists, kills and other play. Both
women were named to the All-Big Sky
Conference first team, and Argocow
was honored as conference most
valuable player.

T

The EWU team travelled to the
NCAA nationals in Hawaii Dec. 1,
where they bowed to the No. I-ranked
University of Hawaii in the opener.

T

he Eagles football team, in its best
showing since joining the Big Sky,
finished in fifth place with a record
of 4-4 in conference play, and 4-6
overall.
Defensive back Kurt Schultz and
running back Dominic Corr were
named to the All-Big Sky Conference
first team, and Corr was runner-up for
most valuable player.
The move back to Cheney for two

games last fall proved to be a great
success. A near-capacity crowd of
5,009 was on hand for the Eagles' 45-26
homecoming victory over Idaho State,
while nearly 4,000 fans attended the
team's last home game against Stephen
F. Austin.

A MESSAGE

TO ALUMNI

Continuedfrom page 11.

Y

ou can support Eastern athletes
by joining the Eagle Athletic Association, a group that raises
funds for athletic scholarships and promotes attendance at games.
Thorne Tibbitts, EAA president and
former Eastern gymnastics coach, said
the group currently has over 400
members, each of whom has made an
annual gift in one of several giving
categories.
To join or get more information, call
the EWU Athletic Department at (509)
359-2463 or from Spokane 458-6295.

several years, the association initiated a
variety of funding activities to carry out
its scholarship and alumni programs.
By 1988 it was clear that the association - to be effective in meeting
alumni, student and university needs required a more dependable organizational and financial structure. In March
of 1988, it was incorporated as a nonprofit organization operating under the
laws of the state of Washington.
Today, the association receives
financial support from membership
fees, fund-raising activities, a student
government grant and administrative
support provided by the university for
exchange of services.

Who qualifies as an EWU alumnus?

SPECIAL ALUMNI OFFERS
Laminated Diploma

Ac the request of several alumni, we

are again making laminated diplomas
available through the EWU Alumni
Office. The new diplomas, reflecting
your original degree and year, are
printed on newly designed EWU
diploma blanks, then laminated onto
beveled walnut stock, ready to hang
or display.
The cost for each diploma is $39,
or $35 for dues-paying members of
the Alumni Association. They can be
ordered only through the Alumni
House, with three months for
delivery. To order, call us at (509)
359-6303 or 458-6303 from Spokane.

MONAC Membership

EWU Alumni VISA Card

Eastern has teamed with the Museum of Native American Cultures
(MONAC) in Spokane to offer
MONAC memberships at a discounted price through·next June 30.
EWU alums can obtain a Family
Membership for $20 a year, or a
Contributor Membership for $40,
compared with regular fees of $25
and $50. MONAC offers a number of
membership benefits, including free
admission, gift shop discounts and
special events.

When you apply for an EWU Alumni
VISA card from Global Federal Credit
Union, half of your low annual membership fee is donated co the EWU
Alumni Association.
To take advantage of any of these
offers - or to get more information
- call the EWU Alumni House at
(509) 359-6303, or 458-6303 from
Spokane.

EWU FOUNDATION

WINTER 1990
ALUMNI CALENDAR
Jan. 18 - Alumni Breakfast Club
with Soviet Professor Angelina
Akopyan, 7 a.m., EWU Spokane Center
(next meeting March 15).
Jan. 26 - "An Evening with Pat
McManus," 7 p.m., Mayflower Park
Hotel, Seattle (preceded by "An
Afternoon with Dick and Garry,"
financial planning seminar, 1-5 p.m.).
Jan. 27 -

EWU Alumni Association
board meeting, Seattle.
·

Jan. 29 - EWU Legislative Day, at
state capitol in Olympia.
Feb. 5-28 -

EWU Alumni Art
Exhibit, Gallery of Art, Cheney campus.

Feb. 25 - Alumni dinner and
reception, Washington D.C.
March 10 - EWU Alumni Association Board meeting, Cheney campus.
March 17 - Alumni dinner and
reception, San Diego, Calif.
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Financial Planning
Seminar Set Jan. 26
For West Coast Alums
•An Afternoon with Dick and Garry,• a
special financial planning seminar for
EWU alumni, retirees and friends, will
be held Jan. 26 at the Mayflower Park

Hotel in Seattle.
The session from 1-5 p.m. is a
companion event to an evening
reception and talk by Pat McManus
beginning at 7 p.m. also at the Mayflower. Both events are open to all
alumni and friends.
Seminar leaders Garry Shea and
Richard Sayre, both from Spokane, will
discuss new investment strategies, preretirement planning and other facets of
personal finance. Shea is vice president and resident manager at Dain
Bosworth Inc., investment planners,
and Sayre is an attorney with Underwood, Campbell, Brock & Cerutti, P.S.
The session is co-sponsored by the
EWU Foundation and the University
Benefits Office as a special service to
West Coast alumni and retirees. Registration is $5 and can be paid at the
door, or in advance at the EWU
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Foundation, MS-16, Cheney, Wash.,

99004.
The foundation has more information at (509) 359-6252 or from Spokane
458-6252.

Phonathon Reaching
Out to 8,500 Eastern
Alumni and Friends
The EWU Foundation will launch its
1990 Phonathon Jan. 14 with a goal of
raising $97,000 through contact with
8,500 Eastern alumni, plus parents of
currently enrolled students.
Students and other volunteers will
be making phone calls from the EWU
Alumni House in a phased program
that will continue throughout the
school year, said Greg Sheridan,
director of development and foundation executive director.
Gifts will be used for scholarships,
library acquisitions, special grants to
schools and programs, and other areas
of need.
Last year over 2,500 alumni and
others made pledges to the annual
EWU Phonathon.

· All EWU graduates are automatically
designated as alumni of Eastern,
although they must pay annual membership dues to become "active"
members of the EWU Alumni Association. Former students who have
completed at least 15 credit hours at
Eastern may•also apply for membership
in the EWUAA, as may selected categories of faculty, staff and volunteers.

Who are "lifetime" alumni?
"Lifetime" status was granted to
Eastern graduates who attended EWU
from 1947 to 1973 during the time
when students automatically paid $1
per quarter ($12 total) from student
fees to support alumni activities.
These alumni received a card
entitling them to "lifetime" membership
in the old EWU Alumni Association,
which at that time included anyone
who met the criteria listed above for
EWU alumni.

What benefits do I receive for my
"lifetime" status and donations?
"Lifetime" alumni automatically
receive "Perspective", which is published three times a year for alumni
and friends of the university. Other
benefits include discounted travel
opportunities and free assistance from
the University Alumni Office in coordinating reunions and other alumni
events.

Who are "active" alumni?
Only those alumni who pay annual
dues ($25 a person or $40 a couple)
are considered active members of the
current EWU Alumni Association.

What are "active" membership
benefits?
All membership benefits (other than
those listed above under "lifetime"
benefits) are supported by current
alumni dues and are therefore available
only to current dues-paying members.
Benefits include discounts on special
events and services sp onsored by the
EWU Alumni Association, the EWU
Bookstore rebate program, and special
mailings including an association
newsletter. Other benefits are being
developed. ■

NOTIS
THE 1960'S

THE 1970'S

'60-Henrietta Slater is a resource
specialist at Merced High School/East
Campus in Merced, Calif. She earned
an Eastern degree in elementary
education.

'71-R. D. Wimer was
recently named manager
of gas acquisitions by
Phillips Petroleum
Company. Wimer
joined Phillips in 1981.
He earned bachelor's
degrees in g~ology and
geography.

'61 and '73---Irene Clise, EWU
Alumni Association board member, is a
media specialist with the North
Thurston School District Irene, who
holds degrees in education and earth
sciences, lives with her husband Don
in Olympia.
'62 and '70-Peggy O'Connor, who
has degrees in education and reading,
was recently named interim superintendent of the Fife School District. A
resident of Federal Way, she has
worked as an administrator in the Fife
district for 14 years.

'63---Linda Kay Knapp Miller is now
a fifth grade teacher and lives in
Columbia S.C. An education graduate,
she is married and has two grown
daughters who are also teachers.

'63 and '64--Dr. C. B. Pat Daly
retired in June after serving over 25
years in the field of vocational education. He now lives in Olympia and is a
substitute teacher for seven school
districts in the area.

'64-Rex Eads, a geology graduate, is
currently the director of the Big Bend
Economic Development Council. Eads
held economic development positions
in Idaho before rp.oving to Ephrata
three years ago.
'66-Gaye Wood, an art instructor at
Rainier High School in Rainier, Ore.,
was recently voted the best high school
art teacher in 12 Western states by her
peers. An Eastern art graduate, she is
now a candidate for the 1990 National
Secondary Art Educator of the Year
Award.

'68-Frances Bergt, who received her
master's degree in counseling, has
retired from her position as librarian
and counselor at Oakville High School
in the Centralia area.

'68-Gary Klassen, teacher and traffic
safety coordinator at Greenacres Junior
High School, is interested in working
on a reunion for the class of '68.
Classmates can reach him at his
Spokane Valley home or through the
EWU Alumni Office. Klassen was a
history major at Eastern.

'68, '74 and '77-Jane VivianMadsen works as an operations
manager for Federal Express. A
resident of O'Fallon, Ill., she has a
master's degree in distributive education and degrees in home economics
and education.

'69 and '72-Charles Sodorff is an
associate professor in the chemistry
department at Hillsborough Community
College/Dale Mabry Campus in Florida.
His Eastern degrees include a master's
in chemistry.

MARJORIE HOLMAN
Branch Manager, Transamerica Insurance Group, Phoenix
Class of '76 and '77, BA Special Education and MS Applied Psychology

'72---Steve Dennis, an
Eastern arts graduate,
has gained national
attention as a ceramics
artist and is represented
in numerous public,
corporate and private
collections. He lives in
Spokane.
'72--Jerry Paetel has
been named telecommunications procurement manager by the
Westinghouse Hanford
Company in Richland.
A long-time Tri-Cities
resident, he has a
master's in earth sciences.
'72---Skip Smyser, who
graduated from Eastern
with a degree in government, is currently a
member of the Idaho
State Legislature.
'72--Terri Weishaar, a
native of Odessa, was
named vice principal at
Ridgefield High School
after serving one year as
an administrative intern
for the district. She
majored in physical
education at Eastern.

'73-Margaret Howell
Haines is teaching in
Spokane where she
resides with her husband Jim, an architect,
and their two children.

'74-Janet Baker
Feringer, a physical
education graduate, is
employed with the
Upward Bound Program
at Western Washington
University in Bellingham. She and her
husband, a veterinarian,
also raise llamas.

'74-Dave Guetlin,
who majored in physical
education, is teaching in
the Monroe School
District. He and his
wife Barbara, who also
attended Eastern, live in
Evere tt with their son
Dane.

Marjorie made history in 1988 when she was appointed the first woman
branch manager of Transamerica Insurance in Phoenix where she increased
sales by 25 percent in her first year.
Earning over $200,000 a year, she is one of the highest paid women
executives in Arizona, overseeing 900 brokers, an office staff of 40 and an
annual sales volume of $350 million.
Tbe Eastern Years - A single mother with two small children, Marjorie left
Grand Coulee, Wash., in 1972 and enrolled at Eastern when she was 27. An average student in high school, she excelled on intelligence tests and, with further
testing, was discovered to have dyslexia.
Holding down part-time jobs and supporting her family on $(,0() a month, she
graduated summa cum laude in 1976 and needed only one year to earn a master's
degree with highest honors. The Eastern years? They changed her life.
Big Breaks - Marjorie was working as a teacher in Chandler, Ariz., when she
joined Transamerica in 1981 as a sales representative at twice the salary. She made
the Million Dollar Roundtable in her second year and rapidly ascended the corporate ranks as an agent, a local sales manager and a regional sales manager based in
Los Angeles. Now remarried, she lives in Mesa, Ariz., with her husband Frank, a
structural engineer.

Philosophy - Initially passed over for the Phoenix job, Marjorie made a
promise to herself - "first, that I would try again and secondly, that if I succeeded
I would give something back to help other women.•
She credits her own success to hard work, an empathy for people, and a
personal drive that grew out of her victory over dyslexia after unknowingly living
with the condition for nearly 30 years.
"The first part of my life was a struggle, but I'm grateful for it," she says. "It
caused me to take responsibility for my own life and that continues to be the
driving force in my life. My message to women is that there's nothing you can't
do."

'77-Karen Van Klaveren, an education graduate, is teaching in the Pasco
School District and lives in Kennewick.
She studied home economics at
Eastern.

'77-Daniel Oenning has joined
Farmers & Merchants Bank as an AVP/
commercial loan officer in Spokane. A
management graduate, Oenning
previously held banking positions in
Seattle and Wenatchee. He is a past
board member of the EWU Business
Advisory Council.

'79--Bill Munroe is currently marketing manager for the Allen-Bradley
Company, a unit of Rockwell-International. Munroe received his degree in
international relations and now lives in
Mequon, Wis.
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NOTES
'79--Len England recently joined the
sales staff of Picton-McCulley Lake
Chelan Properties. England and his
wife Lesa and their five children also
own and operate an orchard near
Manson, Wash.

THE 1980'S
'80---S. Marc Lindsey, formerly a civil
trial attorney, has joined Kwik Kopy
Corporation as a staff attorney. An
EWU management graduate, he now
lives in Houston and recently became
the father of twin boys.

'81-Lynn Guy has launched a
consulting firm called "Time Out" with
former EWU staff person Gloria Grant
Their seminars are marketed nationally
and feature career guidance and stress
management for men and women. She
majored in general studies.

'82-Bob Gunning, an industrial
technology major, is now working with
Metropolitan Mortgage & Securities Co.,
Inc., in Spokane.
'82-Donna Mace Magruder, a
business administration graduate, is
currently the local area network
administrator for Boeing Computer
Services in Richland.

'87-Todd LaRue is a
district manager with
the Consumer Health
Products Division of
Warner Lambert Company. A management
graduate, he lives in
Yorba Linda, Calif., with
his wife Stacy and
daughter Alysia.

ROGER HOGUE
Medical Student, Stanford University
Class of '85, Chemistry

'88---Carmen Cleveland, who holds an

Eastern degree in
criminal justice, recently
placed first in two
Washington State Police
Academy classes.
Cleveland works in
Franklin County as a
jailer.
'88-Dianna Watson is
now employed as a
budget coordinator with
Eastern Washington
University. She earned
her degree in business
administration.
'88----DelRae Allert, an
Eastern journalism
graduate, was recently
hired by the Waterville
Empire Press to work in
its East Wenatchee
office.

'82-Darrell Miller is now teaching
physical education, junior high health,
math and traffic safety in the Willapa

Valley School District in Raymond,
Wash. He is also head coach of boys'
basketball. Miller has a degree in
physical education.
'84---Mary Matsumura Marrs is now

'88-Michelle Ann
Fode Smith, a professional accounting
graduate, is employed
as an accountant with
Bennett, Kildow &
Company, CPAs, in
Lynnwood, Wash.

a. forest geologist for the Gifford
Pinchot National Forest Supervisor's
Office in Vancouver, Wash. She is
married to Brian Marrs, an engineering
technician, and has a daughter Erin.
'85--Ismail Senang, an Eastern
business graduate, lives in Borneo/
Sabah, Malaysia. He is an executive
deputy area manager with Boustead
Holdings Limited, a UK-based multinational corporation.

'88-Rod Gardner, an
Eastern English major, is
now teaching English at
Lind High School in
Lind, Wash. He previously was a substitute
teacher for schools in
Wilbur/Creston, Davenport, Almira and Keller.
'89--Kim Elliott works
for the Sammamish
Valley News as an
assistant in the Advertising Department. She
previously worked as a
copywriter for Robideaux & Associates, a
Spokane advertising
agency. Elliott majored
in organizational and
mass communication.

:,

Roger is currently working with key Stanford faculty to introduce video
microscopy and computer-assisted instruction into the medical school curriculum, a project that could dramatically change the way Stanford teaches
medicine.
Using the newest technology, he is proposing to store thousands of
high resolution images of human tissues onto laser disks so that students
can view them on video monitors, rather than through a microscope.
The Eastern Years - On his way to becoming Eastern's valedictorian in 1985,
Roger juggled a love for science with a passion for business. With his twin
brother Royce, he ran a successful strawberry farm on Green Bluff and later
managed a 42-unit apartment complex in Cheney. He attended Mead High
School, where his father is principal.

'86-Manuel Chavallo recently was
Making Waves - Acting on information developed by Roger, Stanford
Medical School now intends to purchase a new computer video microscope
among ten people in the nation named
system that will generate new educational materials at the school. He is also
to receive the National Trio Achiever of
working as a teaching assistant to develop an interactive video model for the dethe Year Award sponsored by the
partment of histology.
National Council of Education OpporA fourth year med student, Roger has worked as a private consultant and
tunity Association. The award is given
recently invented a dental flossing device that he plans to patent and market. He
to individuals who were enrolled in
has published two papers and four abstracts in medical journals, and serves as
one of six federal programs aimed at
business manager of the school's monthly tabloid, "The Organ."
helping "first-generation" college
Philosophy - "The important thing in medicine is to be a compassionate
students. An economics graduate,
person, and the more I work with people the more enjoyable medicine becomes,"
Chavallo is now an employment
says Roger, who may specialize either in internal medicine or interventional
specialist with Batelle-Northwest in
'89--JeffJaeger
radiology.
Richland.
teaches business
"At the same time, I have a lot of energy and I enjoy diversity - like looking at
courses in the Creston,
new technology and finding new ways to apply it. I like using my mind," he says.
'86---Douglas Pennell, who holds a
"It's probably my best asset."
Wash., School District
degree in management, is general
where he also coaches
manager of ABADAN Reprographics in junior high girls' volleySpokane. He was the 1989 chair of the ball and boys' basketball. He has a
'89--Suzanne Hoffman King recently '89-(iordon Hester, Eastern business
Junior Lilac Parade and is active in
degree in business education.
moved to Lake Elsinore, Calif., where
graduate, now works for Metropolitan
several service organizations. He was a
fall.
She
she
will
begin
teaching
next
& Securities Co., Inc., in
Mortgage
1989 participant in Leadership
'89--Scott Robert Rahn is now emh:-.s a degree in special education.
Spokane.
Spokane.
ployed by the Apex Financial Groups
of Spokane, a financial planning and
'89--Marie Miller, a fine arts graduate, '89--Robert Rees Hall is employed as
'87--Suzanne Filipcic, an EWU
consulting service. A business gradua customer service representative for
recreation management major, is
ate, Rahn participated in two internship is a free-lance illustrator and graphic
artist living in the Tri-Cities area. Her
Ford Motor Credit and lives in
currently the assistant activity coordina- programs with Apex during his senior
work recently was featured in an
Kirkland, Wash. A radio/IV graduate,
tor for Pinehurst Park Terrace. She
year at Eastern.
exhibit at the Old Hotel Gallery in
he was recently married to Jill Rene
lives in Seattle.
Othello.
Allen of Colton, Wash.
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NOTES
IN MEMORY
Eli7.abeth (Ottomeier) Carter,
Education, died Aug. 29 at the age of
87. The daughter of Cheney pioneers
A.J. and Annie Ottomeier, she taught
in Omak where she lived for 50 years
with her husband, Ray, who survives.
Mabel (cain) Davenport, Education,
died Oct. 18 at the age of 80. A
lifetime Spokane area resident, she
taught at Wilson Elementary School
and was active in several community
groups. She is survived by her husband, William, and three children.
Alice (Croonquist) Humbert, '31,
Education, died Oct 20 at a Spokane
retirement home. She taught for 33
years, retiring from the Spokane
school system in 1964.
Harold Pendell, '35, Education, died
at a Spokane hospital Oct. 15. A
Cheney resident, he taught in Spokane
schools for 35 years. Survivors include
his wife of 57 years, Beatrice, and two
children.
Dr. Ralph Eugene Bruce, '41, Physical Education, died at his Otis Orchards home Oct. 11. Dr. Bruce, in
private practice in the Spokane Valley
from 1951 to 1978, served on numerous professional and community
boards. He is survived by his wife
Margaret and two daughters.

Jack Hardie, '49, Education, died July
30 in Kelso, Wash. He is survived by
his wife, six children and eight grandchildren.

Carl Precht, '53, Education, died Oct.
12 at his Omak home. Precht worked
several years for the Omak School
District and was active in many educational and community organizations.
He is survived by his wife, several
children and grandchildren.
Virginia LeighJones, '55, Liberal
Arts, died Sept. 23 following heart
surgery in Portland. A former resident
of Coulee Dam, she was a homecoming queen while at Eastern.

Ruth Westerman, '57, Education,
died Aug. 21 in Spokane at the age of
87. She taught for several years in the
West Valley and Spokane school
districts. Survivors include her husband of 67 years, Harry, and two
daughters.
Thomas Allison, '61, Education, died
in Spokane on Sept. 22. He taught in
the Central Valley School District for
24 years, most recently at University
Elementary. His Eastern degrees
included a master's in education.
Iola Reinbold, '66, Education, died at
her home in Spokane in August of this
year. She taught for several years in
Eastern Washington, retiring in 1983
from the Creston School District.
Rev. William Thomas, '67, English,
died at a Spokane hospital Sept. 21 at
the age of 47. A Navy veteran who
served in Vietnam, he graduated from
Rhema Bible Training Center and was
ordained in 1983. His wife Donna and
three daughters survive.

STAN MAK

Barbara DawidJan,
who attended EWU
from 1969 to 1973,
died at a Spokane
hospital Aug. 11.
Dawidjan earned a
degree in social work
from the University of
Massachusetts in 1976
and later returned to
Spokane where she
worked as a health
care professional.

Senior Vice President-Radio, King Broadcasting Company
Class of '72, Broadcast Management

Danna McKenzie, '73,
originally from Okanogan, died in Bellevue
Oct 8. At EWU she
was on the debate
team and active in the
speech and drama club
and the college newspaper.
Gordon Peone, '73,
died on July 29. He
attended Eastern in the
late 6o's and early 70's.
Word of his death was
forwarded to us by his
mother, Edna Hill, of
Spokane.
Valerie Hollon Andreas, '79, Physical
Education, and her
husband, John, both
died Aug. 9 following
an accident at their
home near Kettle Falls.
She was 32. A member of the 1977 Eastern
volleyball team, Valerie
was a teacher and
coach at Kettle Falls
High School.

Stan oversees operations of six radio stations owned by King Broadcast-

ing in Seattle, Portland and San Francisco, serving a combined weekly
audience of nearly 1.5 million listeners.
A native of Hong Kong, he has a particular interest in audience, analysis, yet also relies on instinct to ensure King's standing in an industry
marked by rapid change and frequent failure.

In MemoryFaculty/Staff

The .Eastern Years - Stan had never been to the United States when he
flew to Seattle in 1969 and hopped a Greyhound bus to Cheney. Attracted by
the university's unique broadcast management program, he earned his degree in
three years while working part time at the local Chinese Gardens Restaurant.

Esther Gingrich, a
professor of art at
Eastern for 40 years,
died in Spokane Nov.
6 at the age of 89.
Gingrich set up a
creative arts program at
Eastern's Robert Reid
Lab School and later
wrote the first curriculum guide for art
education in Washington elementary
schools. Active in
several community arts
programs, she was
named professor
emeritus of art when
she retired in 1970.

Big Breaks - Growing up in a family of media professionals (his father
published one of the leading photography magazines in Southeast Asia), Stan
made a pivotal decision about his future while still in high school. He wanted to
go into broadcasting, but on the business side.
He joined the King system in 1972 as a salesman at KREM-AM/FM in
Spokane, then methodically worked his way up the corporate ladder. After
working in sales at KING-AM and KING-TV in Seattle, he moved to Portland
where he became sales manager - and later general manager - of KINK-FM.
He was named vice president of King's radio operations in 1987.

Pbiwsopby - New Age. Classic Rock. Soft AC. News and Talk. The lingo
in today's radio industry reflects a business that is splintered, trendy and
ferociously competitive, says Stan.
Under his leadership, two King stations - KGW-AM in Portland and KINGAM in Seattle - have switched to talk formats in the last two years. Other King
stations run the gamut from all-classical (KING-FM) to Top 40 oldies (KSFO-AM
and KYA-FM in San Francisco).
"There's no magic formula to success in this business," says Stan. "We do a
lot of research into what people are thinking and what they want. And that's
extremely important. But I try never to lose sight of my own instinct. There has
to be a place for gut feeling."

William Thomas,
professor emeritus of

English who retired last 1 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
June, died Nov. 19.
Thomas served 31 years on Eastern's
Capt. Pedro (Pete) Minitrez, ROTC
Gerald Douglass, who managed
faculty and was extensively involved in administration officer and seniors'
EWU's bookstore from 1970 to 1982,
teaching foreign students. Memorials
instructor at Eastern, died this fall. A
died at a Spokane hospital in Septemin his name are being accepted by the
member of the faculty for two years,
ber. Douglass served in the Air Force
EWU Foundation for a special scholarMinitrez was honored at a campus
for 25 years and received the Purple
ship fund supporting foreign students.
memorial service Sept. 21.
Heart and Distinguished Flying Cross
for combat service in the Pacific during
World War II. He retired at Fairchild
AFB in 1968.
L..
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THANK YOU, EASTERN ALUMS!
The EWU Alumni Association raised a record $6,800 at
its annual Casino Night Dec. 7 in Spokane, thanks to the
work of many alumni volunteers.
The proceeds from Casino Night will be used to
support alumni scholarships and other association
proerams.
Again, thanks to all who participated and to all who
helped.
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